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Breathe
Michelle Branch

Breathe (M.Branch)

This is the first time i ve ever put the chords to a song, but I did it to this
song,
and got the chord book, and they were somewhat the same. So this is most likely
correct, hope you like it.

GUITAR CAPO- first fret

Intro:
A2 E/G#

Verse 1:                  
I ve been driv (A2) ing for an hour
Just talk (E/G#) ing to the rain
You say (C#m7) I ve been driving you cra (Bsus) zy
And it s keep (A2) ing you away (Bsus)
So just give (A2) me one good reason
Tell me why (E/G#) I should stay
 Cause I don t wanna (C#m7) waste another mo (Bsus) ment
In saying things we (A2) never meant to (Bsus) say

And (B) I (E) (A2) take it just a little bit
I (B) (E) hold (A2) my breath and count to ten
(B)I ve (E) been (A2) waiting for a chance to let you in

Chorus:
If I just (A2) breathe (Bsus)
(C#m7) Let it fill (A2) the space between
I ll (E) know ev (E/G#) erything (Bsus) is alright (A2)
(Bsus) Breathe
(C#m7) Every lit (A2) tle piece of me
You ll (E) see
Ev (C#m7) erything (Bsus) is alright
If I just (A2) breathe (A) (C#m9) (Bsus)

Verse 2:
Well it s all (A2) so overrated
I m not say (E/G#) ing how you feel
So you (C#m7) end up watching chanc (Bsus) es fade
And (A2) wondering what s real (Bsus)

And (B) I (E) (A2) give you just a little time
I (B) (E) wonder (A2) if you realize
(B)I ve (E) been (A2) waiting  til I see it in your eyes

Chorus:



If I just (A2) breathe (Bsus)
(C#m7) Let it fill (A2) the space between
I ll (E) know ev (E/G#) erything (Bsus) is alright (A2)
(Bsus) Breathe
(C#m7) Every lit (A2) tle piece of me
You ll (E) see
Ev (C#m7) erything (Bsus) is alright
If I just (A2) breathe (A) (C#m9) (Bsus) (A2)

(E5) So I whis (E/G#) per in (Bsus) the dark (A2)
(E5) Hoping you ll hear (E/G#) (C#m7) (A2) me (E5) (E/G#)
Do (Bsus) you hear (A2) (E5) me?

Chorus:
If I just (A2) breathe (Bsus)
(C#m7) Let it fill (A2) the space between
I ll (E) know ev (E/G#) erything (Bsus) is alright (A2)
(Bsus) Breathe
(C#m7) Every lit (A2) tle piece of me
You ll (E) see
Ev (C#m7) erything (Bsus) is alright
If I just (A2) breathe (A) (C#m9) (Bsus)
Ev (C#m7) erything (Bsus) is alright 

(Bsus) I ve been driv (A2) ing (Bsus) for an (C#m7) hour (E5)
Just talk (A2) ing (E5) to the rain (A2) 

Well that s it, I hoped it s all accurate [correct me if i m wrong] Happy guitar
playing!
-Cassy (acousticgurlx@yahoo.com)


